Abstract
The purpose of this study was to look at whether or not there was an interaction effect among CRH, the explanation, and the students’ CTS implementation toward the learners’ grammar competence. The sample of this factorial 2x2 study was the second-semester students of two non-English department classes of education faculty of a university in Jombang. The instruments used were an argumentative essay test for classifying the students’ CTS and the grammar test for measuring their grammar competence in CRH and the explanation classes. The students’ grammar scores from both classes were analyzed using ANOVA and TUKEY tests. The results showed that CRH, the explanation, and the students’ CTS had an interaction effect on the EFL learners’ grammar competence.
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Introduction
COVID-19 pandemic has changed the ways of teaching and learning in Indonesia from face-to-face or blended face-to-face and online learning to full online learning (Nugroho et al., 2021). This happens to all education levels starting from the kindergarten level up to the university level. This condition forces all the teachers including EFL teachers to conduct their emergency remote teaching. As a result, all Indonesian EFL students have to study their courses online. Dealing with this, Amin and Sundari (2020) and Hendrawaty et al. (2021) state that the students prefer using WhatsApp Group and Google Classroom most on their online learning during this COVID-19 outbreak. Whatever the platform is used, the EFL teaching and learning process including grammar class must go on in this pandemic of COVID-19.
Learning grammar cannot be avoided when people learn an English language. It is because when learning all four English skills, automatically, the learners have to study the English grammar. Indeed, those four English skills and English grammar have close relations. The existence of grammar in those four skills of English is very important. Grammar has important roles in listening, speaking, reading as well as writing. Regarding this, Kaur & Niwas (2016) state that grammar is beneficial to increase the learners’ language skills. Therefore, the grammar teaching must not be ignored in this pandemic era. Online grammar teaching should be conducted.

Unfortunately, the grammar competence of the students in the second-semester of non-English departments in a private university located in Jombang, Indonesia was still low since the online learning has been held because of this COVID-19 pandemic. It was known from the documents of the students’ grammar scores when the final test in the first semester and the midterm test in the second semester. In the final test of the first semester, their average score was 68 and their mean score in the midterm test of the second semester was 65. Based on the questionnaires administered to the students in the preliminary study, it was known that in teaching grammar, the lecturer used an explanation model. However, it was the same style as other lecturers of other courses had done on their online teaching so that the students were not encouraged by this online grammar class. This made the students less motivated and enthusiastic in their online learning. It was the same condition as it was found by Nugroho et al. (2021) and Yulianto & Mujtahid (2021) explaining that the students got less motivation and enthusiasm during this remote teaching. This situation caused their low grammar knowledge at last and their low competence on grammar.

Related to teaching English grammar online, several studies have been conducted by the former researchers. Harun et al., (2018) in their study found that the use of the platform of grammar online learning @Concept-Based Instruction (GLOw@CBI) could enhance the learners’ grammar mastery because this platform provided the in-depth understanding of grammar materials. The next is a study by Azevedo and Matias (2019) finding that teaching English grammar through youtube videos could be one alternative model in the teaching and learning grammar because it was not time-consuming. Meanwhile, Purgina et al. (2020) investigated teaching grammar using gamification especially mobile application called as WordBricks and found that the use of WordBricks game could increase the students’ grammar competence because the WordBricks let the users combine words into grammatically sentences. Then, the study result of Nawir (2021) showed that teaching pedagogical grammar could be done online using the platform of zoom meeting.

Those five previous studies proved that grammar materials can be taught online. However, the first four studies implied that there was no interaction between the students and the teachers in the teaching and learning of grammar on those four studies. Meanwhile, the last study indicated that the interaction between the students and the teacher existed in the class of zoom meeting. To fill the research gap which is the scarcity of the students’ and the teachers’ interaction in the online grammar teaching, this present study implemented Course Review Horay (CRH) model to teach grammar via Google Meet. Zoom application was not chosen to be used but Google Meet because of its security. Pratama et al. (2020), state that there is a doubt about the security of zoom application in some countries. Dealing with the implementation of CRH in the EFL classrooms, some former researchers have proved that CRH could enhance the students’ English skills. Halmi (2018) found that the students’ English learning outcome got improvement after they were taught English using CRH. Meanwhile, Nur (2018) and Pakpahan (2020) found that CRH could improve the students’ reading comprehension. Then, the study results of Fauziyyah (2018) and Musdalipa (2020) concluded that the use of CRH could boost the students’ grammar mastery. They found that
the students’ grammar mastery especially on English tenses increased after they were taught tenses using CRH. Because the scarce studies investigated the use of CRH in the grammar classes, the researchers implemented CRH in their present study. Afterward, the other reason of choosing CRH for this study was that this model provides independent learning and quizzes inside its teaching procedures. In line with this, Permatasari & Oktiawati (2021) explain that the students prefer the teaching method giving the well prepared materials, providing time to learn independently and providing quizzes and virtual discussion in this pandemic era. Besides, CRH could create a fun and meaningful learning atmosphere and make the students active and creative in the teaching and learning (Setiyawan & Abdillah, 2019).

In addition, for this present study, the researchers also explored the use of students’ critical thinking skills in this online grammar class. Critical thinking skills (CTS) can help the students to be successful in their learning because the students think of the materials being learned critically. According to Tosuncuoglu (2018), CTS helps the students to overcome the problems, take the right decision, and gain the goals of learning. Meanwhile, Bagheri (2015) states that there is a positive correlation between the EFL students’ CTS and their use of language learning strategies. It can be said that the more the students use their CTS, the more they can use appropriate EFL learning strategies in their EFL learning including grammar so that they are easy to reach their grammar learning goals. Furthermore, the research result by Zarei and Haghgoo (2012) indicated that there was a strong trend towards a positive relationship between critical thinking and grammar. Additionally, Erdoğan (2019) asserts that by implementing critical thinking in EFL classrooms, the grammar lesson can be turned into a magical material where the EFL teachers become facilitators and the students become the self-guided learners. Based on the previously theories explained, therefore, this present study was conducted with the purpose of knowing whether or not there was an interaction effect among CRH, the explanation model, and the students’ CTS toward the students’ grammar competence.

**Literature Review**

**Roles of grammar competence in language learning**

Grammar is a set of rules which consist of the patterns in forming sentences. Alhaysony and Alhaisoni (2017) argue that grammar is the rules which comprise of word form changing and how to combine those words into sentences. Grammar knowledge is very essential because the learners will be able to utter the language items integrated with their functions when they have some grammar understanding (Cam & Tran, 2017). Besides, Dehghani et al. (2016) explain that having grammar knowledge has some benefits, such as letting the communication become clear, making communication with others become reputable, enabling the people to get their self-confidence, and influencing other skill learning. By understanding grammar, the learners can guess the meanings of the words that they are hearing. According to Ahmadi (2016), aural grammar is one of the components that is connected to the process between sound and meaning form in listening. It has been known that there are many English words that have similar pronunciations so that the listeners with the good grammar knowledge will be able to predict which word that exists in the listening text being heard. Their grammar competence makes them easy in identifying what word having been said by the speakers.
When the students have good knowledge of grammar, they will get easy to express their ideas or opinions in speaking. The sentences that they produce can be well understood by their speaking partners. There will be no misunderstanding in their conversations. On the contrary, if their knowledge of grammar is not good, their partners in speaking will get confused about what they are discussing. Finally, the partners will ask for clarifications to the speakers about what they have caught in their discussions. It will take more time for discussion in explaining what they are talking about. This can be a proof that the good knowledge of grammar is needed very much in speaking skill. Demir and Erdogan (2017) support this by stating that the rules of grammar of a language direct the people to speak that language more correctly and consciously.

When reading English texts, the readers with enough grammar knowledge will be easy to understand the meanings of the sentences in their texts. Steinlen (2017) argues that the success of the readers to comprehend the texts depends on their grammar knowledge. They will be able to guess the meaning of the words that they do not know in their texts when they have sufficient knowledge of grammar. Without enough grammar knowledge, it will be hard for them to comprehend the meanings which are expressed in the texts being read. In short, it can be said that the readers have to have good grammar competence in order that they are able to comprehend the text meaning appropriately. When the learners are doing writing, they also have to have good competence of grammar. It is strengthened by Solikhah (2017) who explains that good grammar is required for good writing. In order to express the writers' ideas or argumentations, they need to use the correct grammar. When their grammar is correct, their writing will be able to deliver their messages to the readers correctly. For instance, when the writers want to tell about their last vacation in their writing, they must use the pattern of simple past tense for their sentences. If they write their sentences in simple present tense, the readers will think that what the writers have written is their daily activity. This example can make it clearer about the function of grammar in writing.

Course review horay

Course Review Horay (CRH) is a learning model whose emphasis is on the comprehension of the students to answer the questions given by the teacher (Putri et al., 2017). Besides, Puspitaningrum & Arlianty (2019) argue that CRH contains a game inside its learning process. Related to the implementation of CRH in the teaching and learning process, Kamarudin et al. (2018) and Masruddin (2019) present the steps to be done by the teachers as follows. First of all, the teacher should set the learning goal. After that, the materials to be studied are presented to the students. It is followed by creating students' groups of discussion and continued by delivering some questions based on what has been studied. Then, the students are asked to find the answers with their group members and the groups possessing the right answers to shout “horay.” Afterward, the teachers determine one group getting the most correct answer and close the teaching and learning. Meanwhile, Rahmawati & Prasetyo (2018) mention that course review horay has some strengths, namely: being able to make the students more active in the teaching and learning process, creating the fun learning, and training the students to cooperate with their group members. CRH has an orientation to increase the students' activities and achievement (Eliyah et al., 2018).
Explanation model

Explanation model is a kind of teaching model in which the lecturer explains the materials more to the students. Odora (2014) presents four criteria of a good explanation as a teaching model, such as: orientation, key, summary, and communication skills. Orientation refers to the lecturers or the teacher’s expression and examples when explaining the materials. The expression must be clear as well as the examples that they use in their explanation must attract the students and be relevant with the materials being studied. Then, the key tells about the clues that the lecturers or the teachers use when they explain the material. Next, the summary means that the lecturers must give a clear summary in every explanation that they tell to the students. Finally, the lecturers must have good communication skills in explaining the materials so that the students are able to understand their explanation. In addition, according to Subaidi & Haryanto (2015), the rules of grammar become the focus of the teachers in this explanation model so that the teachers explain the explicit rules of grammar in their class. It is ended with the grammar exercises given based on the materials that have been explained by the teachers.

Critical thinking skills

Critical thinking skills are the abilities to think critically. Critical thinking is the directed judgment about what has to be believed or what has to be done after observing, experiencing or knowing the spoken or written arguments (Adeyemi, 2012). In addition, Adinda & Hamka (2019) state that CTS are necessary to be owned because someone who can think critically is able to overcome either simple or complex problems which are faced in the life. Dealing with this, Fitriani et al. (2018) explain that critical thinking skills are usually used with the following steps: analyzing the argument and the interpretation, understanding the assumptions, formulating the problems, drawing the right conclusion and making the correct decision.

Methodology

Research design and participants

This study employed an experimental research using a factorial design. Gall et al. (2003), state that a factorial design as one of the experimental designs is used to determine the interaction effect of two or more independent variables on the dependent variable. Meanwhile, this study determined the effect of the interaction among two independent variables, such as teaching models and the students’ CTS on one dependent variable which was the students’ grammar competence. Then, the teaching models used were CRH and the explanation. Additionally, the students’ CTS were also divided into low and high CTS. Therefore, a 2x2 factorial design was used to get the answer of the research problem in this study. This factorial experimental research was conducted in the students of semester two of non-English departments of education faculty in a private university located in Jombang, Indonesia. Four classes of non-English departments in education faculty became the population of this research. The students in these four non-English departments were the students who took the intensive English course for two semesters. The researchers used cluster random sampling to take the sample. According to Gall et al.(2003), random sampling
should be used when employing the factorial experiment. To take the sample of this study, there were some steps that the researchers did. First, the researchers wrote the four names of those classes on pieces of paper and dropped two pieces of paper in order to get two classes as the sample for this study. Then, the lottery was used to get the class of experiment and the control class. Class A was as an experimental class and class B became the control class. Each class consisted of twenty-two students.

**Research instruments**

This study used two kinds of tests as the research instruments. They were a writing test of an argumentative essay written in bahasa Indonesia and a grammar test. The argumentative essay writing test was tested to the students in the experimental and control classes to measure whether they were categorized as the students with high CTS or low CTS. Then, the grammar test was to know the students’ grammar competence. This grammar test consists of ten grammar questions which were in the form of multiple choices. However, the writing test of an argumentative essay was tested its validity and readability and the grammar test was tested its validity and reliability before being administered to the research sample. The argumentative essay writing test was validated by two bahasa Indonesia lecturers. According to Creswell (2012), test content validity is applicable when it is to measure the achievement by asking the experts to validate the test content. In addition, the question in the argumentative essay writing test was also tested its readability. Based on the results of the validation from bahasa Indonesia lecturers, both of them explained that the argumentative essay writing test was valid and could be used as the research instruments. Next, the students’ responses on the argumentative essay writing test readability showed that 96% of the respondents could understand well the instructions on the test. Thus, this argumentative essay writing test was considered valid and readable. Afterward, the grammar test was tried out to the students to the class which was not being researched to know its validity and reliability. The students’ scores from this try out were calculated using SPSS to know the validity and the reliability of the grammar test. The results revealed that all ten questions on the grammar test were valid and reliable.

**Data collection and analysis**

After getting the experimental and control classes, the test of critical thinking skills was administered to both of the classes. An argumentative essay writing test was used to test the students’ CTS. Because the students of both classes were from non-English department students, so that they were asked to write the argumentative essay test by using bahasa Indonesia. The test scores of this argumentative essay writing were used to classify the students into high and low CTS. The measurement of high and low CTS was based on the median of the score gained in those classes. The score which was under the median was classified into low CTS. Next, the high CTS were the scores which were higher than the median.

When the level of the students’ CTS had been known, the researchers started to give the treatments. Google Meet was used as a tool to implement the treatments in this study. CRH was implemented in the experimental class and explanation model was used to teach grammar in the control class. The teaching and learning grammar for this study was conducted for six meetings. After those six meetings of treatment, the students in both of the classes did a grammar test. This
grammar test was to measure the students’ grammar competence and the scores of this test became the data in this study. After the grammar scores from both of the experimental and the control classes were collected, the normality and the homogeneity of this data were, then, calculated. The data were in the normal distribution if $L_o < L_t$ or $L_o$ was lower than $L_t$. Meanwhile, the data were said homogeneous if $\chi^2_o$ was lower than $\chi^2_t$. All the calculations of both the normality and the homogeneity tests were done manually. The next step after the normality and the homogeneity were gained was calculating the data by using ANOVA and TUKEY tests manually through a series of manual formulations. These tests were to know the interaction effect of the implementation of course review horay, the explanation model, and the critical thinking skills of the students in the teaching and learning grammar.

Findings

The result of ANOVA test for interaction

After six meetings of treatments, the students in the experimental class and the control class were given the test of grammar. After all the scores were collected, the researchers calculated the average scores of the students’ scores from that grammar test. The results of this calculation can be described as follows. The students having high CTS in the class of CRH had the highest grammar average score which was 83.18. Meanwhile, the students who had low CTS and learned grammar in the explanation model class gained the mean score, 75.63. Next, the students having high CTS and studied grammar in the CRH class obtained the average score, 61.54. Then, the students with low CTS were low and taught grammar by using explanation model got the mean score, 61.909. After calculating the average scores of the students’ grammar test, the researchers continued calculating the normality test of the data. The results of the normality test can be seen in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>$L_o$</th>
<th>Number of Sample</th>
<th>$L_t$</th>
<th>Alfa (α)</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>High CTS in CRH class</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Low CTS in CRH class</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>High CTS in the explanation model class</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Low CTS in the explanation model class</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that all $L_o$s ($L$ obtained) were lower than $L_t$s ($L$ table) at the level of significance $\alpha=0.05$ on Liliefors so all the samples were in the normal distribution. After knowing that all the samples were in the normal distribution, the researchers calculated the homogeneity test of the data. To test homogeneity of data, chi-square ($X^2$) test was used. The result was that $X^2_o (2.25)$ was lower than $X^2_t (7.815)$ at the level of significance $\alpha=0.05$, it could be concluded that the data were homogeneous.
Since the requirements of normality and homogeneity were fulfilled, the researchers analyzed the data by using ANOVA test. It was done to know the interaction effect between teaching models (CRH and the explanation model) and the students’ CTS on the students’ grammar competence. In line with this, Creswell (2012) states that one of the results of analysis of variance (ANOVA) is to find out the interaction effect of two or more independent variables on one dependent variable. The following table presents the result of the ANOVA test for the interaction effect.

**Table 2. The summary of anova test result for interaction effect**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variance</th>
<th>Sum square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F_o</th>
<th>F_t (0.05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columns by rows (interaction)</td>
<td>172.03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>172.03</td>
<td>5.812</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows that F_o interaction (5.812) is higher than F_t (4.08) at the significance level of α= 0.05. It reveals that there was an interaction effect between the two variables, the teaching models (CRH and explanation model) and the level of CTS. It can be said that the effectiveness of CRH and explanation model for teaching grammar depends on the degree of the students’ CTS.

**The results of TUKEY test for interaction effect**

After knowing the result of the ANOVA test, the data was analyzed by using TUKEY test. Gall et al., (2003) explain that because there are two levels measured in a 2x2 factorial design, TUKEY test was done to determine which of the mean scores are significantly different from each other. The results of TUKEY test for the interaction effect is presented in the table below.

**Table 3. Tukey test results for the interaction effect**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Between Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>q_o</th>
<th>q_t</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High CTS</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.597</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>significant</td>
<td>q_o &gt; q_t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low CTS</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>Not Significant</td>
<td>q_o &lt; q_t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The descriptions of the table 3 are as follows:
1. The result of q_o between group of high CTS is higher than q_t at the significance level of α= 0.05 (3.11). It has meaning that CRH differs significantly for teaching grammar for students having high CTS. Meanwhile, based on the calculation of the average scores, it is known that the mean score of the students having high CTS and taught grammar by using CRH (83.18) was higher than the average score of the students having high CTS and taught grammar by using explanation model (75.63). Thus, it can be said that the effectiveness of CRH was more than explanation model for teaching grammar for students with high CTS.
2. The result of q_o between groups of low CTS (0.219) is lower than q_t at the significance level of α= 0.05 (3.11). It means that the difference between CRH and the explanation model for teaching
grammcer for students with low CTS is not significant. Both of the teaching models had similar effect toward students’ grammar competence for students with low CTS. Then, it is known that the mean score of the students with low CTS and taught by using CRH was 61.54 and the average score of the students having low CTS and taught by using explanation model was 61.909.

Discussion

The results of ANOVA test and TUKEY test showed that the models of teaching (CRH and the explanation model) and the students’ CTS level had an interaction effect on the students’ competence on grammar. It can be said that the students’ CTS level determined the effect of the teaching model used by the lecturer on the students’ grammar competence. This study result completed the former studies finding that there was a positive relationship between CTS and the students’ English writing ability (Murtadho, 2021; Puspitaloka, 2019; Subroto and Rosalinah, 2017). Besides, this present study result also completed the study by Aditiara et al. (2019) indicated that CTS and the students’ reading ability had a positive correlation. This present study could strengthen the study result by Zarei & Haghgoo (2012) about the relationship between the students’ CTS and their grammar competence.

Based on these study results, the interaction effect among CRH, the explanation model, and the students’ CTS resulted in the differences of the students’ grammar competence after the treatment finished. The highest grammar competence was owned by the students having high CTS and taught grammar by using CRH. It strengthened the study results finding that CRH could improve the students’ grammar competence (Fauziyyah, 2018; Musdalipa, 2020). Then, the grammar competence by the students with high CTS and taught grammar by using the explanation model was in the second place. This supports the study result by Najari (2012) finding that explicit grammar learning as used in the explanation model could improve the students’ competence on grammar. Meanwhile, the students having CTS and taught grammar by using CRH and explanation model had the similar grammar competence which was still low. This result is in line with the study result by Zarei & Haghgoo (2012) finding that the lower the students’ CTS is, the lower their grammar competence is.

**The highest grammar competence of the high CTS students in CRH class**

The students who had high CTS and learned grammar by using CRH had the highest grammar competence. This occurred, because the students with high CTS were less emotional. According to Karakoc (2016), critical thinking will allow the people to be less emotional (not easy to be panic and angry). Being less emotional made the students more careful in deciding everything. Additionally, the students whose critical thinking skills were high had free and independent thinking. Furthermore, Birgili (2015) states that critical thinkers will think about something freely and independently. Besides those characteristics existing in the students with high CTS, the students’ highest grammar competence was also gained because CRH could give the joyful teaching and learning situation. The characteristics owned by the students having high CTS and the interesting learning atmosphere in the grammar class caused the students’ competence on grammar to be the highest among others.

Having the characteristics of not being easy to be panic and angry helped the students’ success in learning grammar very much. They could control their feelings better. They could stand
their anger so that they could analyze carefully every problem that appeared in their grammar materials. They thought several times before making decisions. They were never in a hurry in deciding everything including deciding the solutions of the problems related to their grammar materials. It is in line with Ozdayi (2019) who explains that the first thing which should be done by the people when they want to get the solution of their problem is by analyzing the problem and deciding it. That was why the students with high CTS in the CRH class often did the right solution for the questions having been delivered in their grammar class. They brought this habit into their grammar test so that they could make their best for that test.

In addition, the ability to think freely and independently possessed by these students also contributed to their success in mastering grammar. They were used to not depending on other friends’ help in getting the solutions when they got difficulty in learning grammar. They always tried to think of the solutions freely without being afraid of making mistakes. They thought that the mistakes having been got would become their directions to find the ways in making the right answers. This is supported by Tulis et al. (2016) who mention that errors or mistakes have the potential to increase the students’ acquisition of knowledge if the students can face those errors or mistakes adaptively. When they got mistakes, actually they got many things to be learnt more. By learning more and more because of the mistakes that they had ever got, they could master the materials more. This caused them to be able to do the grammar test better.

Moreover, the joyful learning grammar atmosphere which was provided by CRH made the students successful in their learning. CRH brought the students to the class situation which was relaxed. The students felt not to be forced in this grammar learning. It seemed that they learned grammar while they did a little game. When the students could answer the questions related to the grammar materials, the other friends clapped their hands to congratulate them. This encouraged them to try to deliver their answers. Before trying to answer, of course, they tried to understand the materials at first. They enjoyed this kind of situation. According Mustafina et al. (2020), enjoyment has close relationship to the joy and excitement that direct to the concentration. Finally, their concentration caused the students to learn grammar with high motivation so that their knowledge of grammar became better.

The good grammar competence of the high CTS students in the explanation class

The students with high CTS in the class of explanation model still possessed good grammar competence even though it was lower than that of the students with high CTS in CRH class. Although they were taught grammar by using explanation model which was a teacher-centered teaching model, these students still could have good competence on grammar. It is because their high CTS worked well. Adeyemi (2012) states that CTS worked in the two stages of learning, namely: an internalization which happens when the students get the first information and ideas about the materials being studied, they directly try to build the principles of those materials in their minds and an application which occurs when the students apply the relevant theories that they got. Those two learning phases did well on the students in the class of explanation model so that they could obtain good competence on grammar.

The good grammar competence got by the students with high CTS in the explanation model class was also caused by their habit of thinking. Birgili (2015), states that the people who have CTS will not act without thinking. When getting the explanation about grammar materials from their lecturer, the students did not only receive the information as the raw materials. They processed the
information by their thinking because the students had already been accustomed to using their thinking. They tried to use their analysis in answering the grammar questions given by the lecturer so that their answers could not be categorized as the trial answers. They really thought before answering although they had known that their lecturer already prepared the answers in the last slide which was usually displayed after some students tried answering. Thus, this thinking habit caused their good competence on grammar.

The low grammar competence of the low CTS in the CRH and explanation classes

The students with low CTS had low grammar competence. The grammar competence of the students in the experimental class and the control class was almost the same even though they were taught grammar by the different teaching models which were CRH and explanation models. The students of these low CTS did not use their thinking maximally to solve the problems and make decisions. Although they had already learned grammar for six meetings in their classes, their grammar knowledge was still low. It is because their ability to collect and evaluate the information related to the grammar materials was low so that their grammar scores when getting test of grammar was low. Related to this condition, Hapsari (2016) argues that the mind of the human is able to determine the decision based on the information which has been got. Briefly, it can be concluded that the students with low CTS only could get little information about the materials of grammar that they were learning so that their ability to make the right decision about the right answers of the grammar test that they were doing was low. As a result of this, their grammar competence was low.

Conclusion and Recommendations

The results of the present study revealed that the level of the students’ CTS determined the effectiveness of the implementation of CRH and explanation models for teaching grammar. The combination of the use of high CTS and CRH in the teaching and learning process of grammar was the most effective among others. Therefore, the English teachers and lecturers are recommended to implement CRH to teach all four English skills, such as speaking, listening, writing and reading for the students with high critical thinking skills. It is also essential for the English teachers and lecturers to always invite and stimulate the students’ CTS in their teaching and learning. Furthermore, the other areas of this research such as the students’ online discussion in their room groups when getting grammar questions and the use of the other online platforms in teaching online grammar having not been explored in this study can be explored deeply by the future researchers.
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